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2 Department of astronomy, Shumen University, BG-9700 Shumendinko�astro.bas.bg; d.kyurkhieva�shu-bg.net;(Submitted on 03.10.2012; Aepted on 16.10.2012)Abstrat. We proposed modi�ation of the approah for searhing for rare objets ofdi�erent types with positive (or negative) Hα exess based on observations with �lters
RedC, HaN , r′, and i′. The paper presents the measured transmission urves of the newbroad-band and narrow-band �lters of the 60-m telesope at NAO Rozhen that an be usedfor this aim. The e�ieny of the proposed method for searhing for Hα emission andidatesbased on their position on the diagram (RedC−HaN)/(r′−i′) was on�rmed by our follow-up spetral observations of the suspeted emission andidates from the photometry. Thesuessful tests allow us to announe the beginning of work on reation of Rozhen's HαStellar Survey (RHaSS) overing mainly the magnitude range 11-13 mag.Key words: emission objets, photometry, spetrosopy, photometri systemIntrodutionThe Hα emission is prominent in the spetra of pre- and post-main-sequenestars, i.e. objets in relatively short-lived phases of their evolution. The sarityof these targets leads to poor understanding of the ruial evolutionary stagesonneted with the growth of planetary systems, as well as with the providingof the galati environment by hemially-enrihed matter.It is assumed that the old photographi Hα surveys are omplete in respetto emission stars brighter than 11 mag. On the other hand, the modern INTPhotometri Hα Survey (IPHAS) of the Northern Galati plane overs themagnitude range 13 < r′ < 20, i.e. the stars fainter than 13 mag (Drew et al.2005). The IPHAS is based on the observations in three �lters: Hα �lter (Ha)with λc = 6568�A and FWHM= 95�A, as well as two broad-band Sloan �lters,
r′ and i′. The Hα emission andidates are determined by their anomalousloations on the two-olor diagram (r′ −Ha)/(r′ − i′) (Robertson & Jordan1989). Above 5 thousands Hα emission andidates were found as a result ofthe IPHAS investigations (Witham et al. 2008) and several hundreds of themwere on�rmed by follow-up spetral observations.We deided to modify the method of the IPHAS by using the diagram
(RedC − HaN)/(r′ − i′) for searhing for Hα emission andidates. The ex-petation was the narrow-band RedC (Red Continuum) �lter to be moree�etive for this aim than the r′ �lter.In order to hek this supposition for photometri searhing for emissionandidates on one hand, as well as to over the missing magnitude range11-13 mag of the known Hα surveys on the other hand, we initiated the 60-m telesope of Rozhen National Astronomial Observatory to be equippedby a new �lter system onsisting of 3 narrow-band �lters and 4 broad-band�lters appropriate for Hα survey. This paper presents the results from theBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



64 D. Dimitrov, D. Kyurkhievameasurement of the transmission urves of the new �lters, as well as the�rst observational tests. The obtained results motivated us to begin work onreation of Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey (RHaSS).1 The transmission urves of the new �ltersEah photometri stellar survey requires detailed knowledge of the used �lters.That is why we measured the transmission urves of the new �lters to verifyif they oinide with those published on the web-site of the manufaturer
Astrodon. This is espeially neessary for the narrow-band �lters that haveunique harateristis.The �rst attempt for a measurement of the �lters was made with theCoude spetrograph of 2-m telesope at Rozhen. The Coude spetrum oversonly 200�A that is onsiderably smaller than the width of the Sloan �lters.That is why every broad-band �lter was exposed several times. But it turnedout di�ulty (even impossibly) to put together the separate parts of theobtained spetra. Another problem of this measurement was aused by thefat that the new �lters were plaed after the �at-�eld lamp and before theslit where the light beam was not parallel.The next attempt to measure the �lter transmissions was arried out inthe Laboratory for optial properties of rystals at Shumen University. Theequipment inluded monohromator, alibrated light soure and semiondu-tor detetor of light. The wavelength resolution of these measurements was5-10 nm for the broad-band �lters and 2.5 nm for the narrow-band �lters(Fig. 1), that was not enough for our purpose.

Fig. 1. Low-resolution transmission urves of two of our new �ltersTo reah the higher preision of the measurement of the transmissionurves of the new �lters we used the spetrograph of the 60-m telesope



Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey 65(Popov & Dimitrov, 2012). It works with two gratings. The narrow-band �l-ters were measured by the grating 1200 lines/mm with resolution 0.5 �A/pixelwhile the broad-band �lters were measured with the grating 300 lines/mmwith resolution 2 �A/pixel.We used a He-Ar-Ne lamp for getting a omparison spetrum and aninandesent lamp for generation of �at �eld.All new �lters were plaed on a holder after the ollimator and before thegrating where the light beam was parallel. The holder had aperture 30 mm,i.e. smaller size than the aperture of the ollimator to avoid vignetting.The proedure of measurement inluded four steps:(a) dark urrent exposures;(b) spetra for �ux alibration by un�ltered exposures;() exposures with a �lter;(d) spetra for wavelength alibration by a He-Ar-Ne lamp.Three measurements were made for eah �lter and the results were aver-aged.The redution proedure was as usual: subtration of the Master darkurrent from the Master �ux alibration and �lter spetra; division of the lastredued spetra in order to eliminate the e�et of the light distribution of the�at-�eld lamp and the di�erent sensitivity of the CCD (Fig. 2) and obtainingof normalized transmission urves; wavelength alibration.

Fig. 2. The redued (top) and normalized (bottom) transmission urves of our Sloan �lters
r′ and i′



66 D. Dimitrov, D. KyurkhievaTable 1 summarizes the main parameters of the narrow-band �lters RedContinuum (RedC), broad Hα (HaB) and narrow Hα (HaN): wavelengthof the maximum transmission λmax; wavelength of the middle of the trans-mission urve λmid; full width at middle height (FWHM) of the transmissionurve. Table 1. Parameters of the narrow-band �lters�lter λmax [A℄ λmid [A℄ FWHM [A℄
RedC 6450.64 6443.62 49.59
HaB 6573.28 6571.46 50.44
HaN 6563.81 6567.83 31.63The omparison of the measured transmission urves of the narrow-band�lters (Fig. 3) with those of the produer on the Astrodon Web site led tothe following onlusions:

Fig. 3. The measured transmission urves of our narrow-band �lters(a) The plateau of the measured urve of the RedC �lter is not so �at asthat of the published transmission urve;(b) The measured transmission urve of the HaB �lter is shifted by 1 nmfrom the true Hα line toward the red and this shift is bigger than that ofthe published transmission urve;() There is a dip just at the Hα line on the measured urve of the HaB�lter while suh a feature laks on the published transmission;(d) The measured transmission urve of the HaN �lter is shifted by around1 nm from the true Hα line toward the red and this shift is bigger thanthat of the published transmission urve;(e) The maximum transmission of our HaN �lter is just at the Hα line whilethat of the published transmission urve is shifted to the red;



Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey 67(f) There is a dip at the red end of the plateau of the measured transmissionurve of our HaN �lter. There is a similar dip but at the blue end of theplateau of the published transmission urve;(g) The maximum transmission of our HaN �lter is just at the Hα line whilethat of the produer is shifted to the red;(h) The transmission of our HaB �lter at the plateau is bigger than that ofour HaN �lter.It should be pointed out that the warranty of the produer the trans-mission of the narrow-band �lters to be over 90 % is ful�lled for our three�lters.The results of the measured transmissions of the broad-band Sloan �l-ters g′(401-550 nm), r′(555-695 nm), i′(690-820 nm), and z′(> 820 nm) withaverage width around 150 nm led to the following onlusions (Fig. 4):

Fig. 4. The measured transmission urves of our Sloan �lters g′, r′, i′, and z′.(a) The transmissions of our four Sloan �lters at the maxima are above 98%,i.e. the warranty of the produer they to be over 95 % is ful�lled;(b) The measured transmission urves (Fig. 4) of our �lters are with almostretangular shape as those of the produer;() The plateaus of the measured transmission urves are slightly nothed(Fig. 4);(d) The satter of the blue part of the transmission urve of our �lter g′ (Fig.4) is not real but due to the weak emission of our �at-�eld lamp in thiswavelength range;(e) The satter of the red part of the transmission urve of our �lter z′ (Fig.4) is not real but due to the weak quantum e�ieny of our CCD amerain this wavelength range.



68 D. Dimitrov, D. KyurkhievaThe omparison of the transmission urves of our Sloan �lters with thoseof the standard Bessell BV RI �lters (provided by Finger Lakes Instrumen-tation) exhibited their two important advantages (Fig. 5).1. The transmission urves of the Sloan �lters have pratially retangularshape while those of the Bessell �lters do not ful�l this important require-ment for the photometri observations.2. The Sloan �lters have transmissions above 98% that is onsiderable biggerthan the transmissions of the Bessell �lters (70 % for B, 90 % for V , 81
% for R, and 92 % for I �lter).

Fig. 5. The measured transmission urves of the standard Bessell BVRI �lters
2 Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey (RHaSS): �rst resultsThe test observations of the new �lter system for the goals of the plannedRozhen's Hα Stellar Survey were arried out with the 60-m telesope withfoal reduer (�eld of view 26 × 26 armin) equipped by steeper motor forpositioning and guiding (Popov & Dimitrov, 2011).We observed nearly 100 �elds entered around the galati equator (gala-ti latitude range [−10,+10℄). Some of them were stellar luster's areas.Eah observed �eld ontained from 200 to 3000 stars. The two-olor di-agram (RedC − HaN)/(r′ − i′) of the observed stars revealed about 300targets whih positions deviated from the syntheti (RedC −HaN)/(r′ − i′)



Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey 69dependene of the "normal" stars. That is why they were suspeted as emis-sion andidates. Our heking revealed that 127 of them are known emissionstars. We onsider this result as a manifestation of the e�ieny and theadequay of our approah.Further we examined the newly deteted emission andidates for the pres-ene of Hα emission by spetral observations with the 2-m telesope. Untilthe middle of 2012 we managed to arry out follow-up low-dispersion spetralobservations of 56 andidates and to get Coude spetra of 40 targets brighterthan 13.5 mag. Many suspeted emission andidates still await spetral on-�rmation.

Fig. 6. Low-dispersion spetrum of the new Be star RHaSS J202311+405223 (left) and itsCoude spetrum (right)The spetral observations of the newly deteted emission andidates byour photometry led to several onlusions.(1) They on�rmed the Hα emission of around 30 % of the andidates. Someof the rest andidates probably are emission targets but with transientemission (for instane the Hα emission of the Be stars is not permanent is-sue). Figure 6 illustrates this supposition by the Be star J202311+405223:its low-dispersion spetra did not show Hα emission in November 2011while a month later its Hα emission was deteted by Coude spetrosopy.(2) The spetral observations on�rmed the Hα emissions of 38 normal Beandidates (Fig. 7, left) and several reddened Be stars (Fig. 7, right).(3) We disovered one arbon emission star (Fig. 8, left). The suspetedseveral other arbon andidates await spetral on�rmation. It should benoted that these objets with (r′ − i′) > 2 are quite rare phenomena.(4) We disovered three M dwarfs with emission (Fig. 8, right).(5) Using the photometry by �lter z′ we found several hundreds andidatesof late stars (M giants, arbon stars, brown dwarfs) that await spetralon�rmation.
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Fig. 7. Con�rmed Hα emission of the normal Be star RHaSS J224714+580700 (left) andthat of the reddened Be star RHaSS J023321+612643 (right) by our low-dispersion spe-trosopy

Fig. 8. Con�rmed Hα emission of the newly disovered arbon star RHaSS J184108+262032(left) and that of the Me dwarf RHaSS J195323+292832 (right) by our low-dispersionspetrosopy(6) We observed several known hydrogen white dwarfs (spetral type DA)in order to make seletion riterion for "anti-emission exess" objets bytheir positions on the diagram (RedC −HaN)/(r′ − i′).3 ConlusionOur test observations for searhing for emission stars of di�erent types withthe new photometri system of the 60-m telesope were quite suessful. Thee�ieny of the proposed method for searhing for Hα emission andidates



Rozhen's Hα Stellar Survey 71based on their position on the diagram (RedC−HaN)/(r′−i′) was on�rmedby our follow-up spetral observations of the suspeted emission andidatesfrom the photometry. Thus, we put the beginning of the Rozhen's Hα StellarSurvey (RHaSS). We plan to realize this work in the next deade.Moreover, we hope to have a hane further to �nd interesting Hα emissiontargets of di�erent types: Be stars, Me stars, atalysmi stars, symbiotistars, T Tau stars, et.AknowledgementsThe new equipment is funded entirely by the projet DO 02-362 of the Bul-garian National Siene Fund. Its testing is partially supported by projetsDO 02-85 and DDVU 02/40-2010 of the Bulgarian National Siene Fund.It is based on data olleted with telesopes at Rozhen National Astro-nomial Observatory. The authors gratefully aknowledge observing grantsupport from the Institute of Astronomy and Rozhen National Astronomi-al Observatory, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes. This researh makes use ofthe Simbad database, VizieR servie, and Aladin previewer operated at CDS,Strasbourg, Frane, and NASA's Astrophysis Data System Abstrat Servie.ReferenesDrew J.E., Greimel R., Irwin M.J., et al., 2005, MNRAS 362, 753Popov V., Dimitrov D., 2011, BgAJ, 15, 113Popov V., Dimitrov D., 2012, BgAJ, in pressRobertson T., Jordan T., 1989, AJ 98, 1354Witham A.R., Knigge C., Drew J.E., et al., 2008, MNRAS, 384, 1277


